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Lightning Safety Tips for Homeowners 

It’s that time of year again, the clash of cool air from the north with warm air from the 

gulf gives us the inevitable strong thunderstorms. These storms can cause untold 

damage to your home and electronics inside. 

 The National Weather Service brochure “Georgia’s Underrated Killer – Facts and ways 

to keep you and your home safe,” lists Georgia as the 8th highest state in terms of 

density of lightning strikes per square mile. In Georgia, over 1,500 fires per year are 

caused by lightning and some 2 million acres of forest along with natural habitats are 

lost for years to come. 

 A few lightning facts: Lightning is a powerful burst of electricity that occurs in all 

thunderstorms. On average, a single lightning bolt is hotter than the surface of the sun 

and can reach temperatures around 50,000 degrees Fahrenheit. A lightning bolt has 

enough electricity to power a 100-watt light bulb for three months! One quarter of all 

lightning strikes are from the cloud to the ground. When lightning strikes the ground, it 

seeks out the shortest path to an object with a positive charge, this might be a tree, 

building, house, or even you. 

What can you do to help reduce the chance of damage to your home or injury to 

you and your family? The Lightning Protection Institute (LPI) recommends protecting 

your valuable electronic equipment by using dependable Surge Protectors listed for 

lightning protection for both the power and cable/phone, not the cheaper power strip, 

but the surge protection that is fused.  

The cost of point of use surge protectors will vary, but if you are interested in protecting 

your equipment this is your best bet, or you can ask GA Power about its surge defender 

system that can be installed for a monthly fee. This will help protect your appliances and 

electronics but will not stop the threat of fire from a direct strike. 

To protect your property, the installation of a Lightning Protection System (lightning 

rods on your roof) is recommended. A good lightning protection system for the house 

can run $2,500.00 to over $4,000.00. 



How Lightning protection systems work: A home lightning protection system 

consists of air terminals, conductor cables, and ground rods. The air terminals, which 

are also referred to as lightning rods, serve as the strike receptor. They come in many 

shapes and sizes. 

The conductor cables are heavy braided copper or aluminum cables connected to the 

air terminals and run across the top, edges of the roof and down the side of the 

structure to the ground rods. They carry the lightning current from the air terminals to 

the ground rods. 

The ground rods are thick heavy rods buried deep to provide the lightning strike a safe 

place for the energy to discharge and dissipate without damaging your structure. The 

cables and ground rods are the most important components in the system 

accomplishing the main objective of diverting lightning current safely past a structure. 

This system should always be installed by a licensed electrician. 

Hopefully, most of us will never have to deal with the effect of a lightning strike, however 

it is best to be informed and prepared. 
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